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aCommendable iob by Police personnel: Swift action of Police averted a maior

incident near RBV School.

Port Blair, January, 03: General people were diverted/cautioned safely from the
danger of overhead live power supply which may possibly get connected with the
safety nets broken away from one end near RBV School and dropped on the road by
HC/CH Joga Rao [off duty) of IRBn, A&N Police who took ideal decision in favour of
general public on the spot and performed exceptional work inorder to safety of general
public/commuters. Lateron, one Shri Pramod Kumar, SI (Comn.J, Shri.Binu SI (Comn.J

[off dutyJ and a civilian [unidentifiedJ was also joined with him.

On 03.01.201.7 at about 0835 hrs while HC/CH foga Rao was on the way to office via
VIP Road, he suddenly noticed sparks on the high voltage electric cable lying between
Secretariat to Police Lines and within a fraction of time the wire net fixed under the
high voltage electric cable as a safety guard was broken away from one end and

dropped on the road near the RBV,School, VIP Road. Further, he observed that the wire
nets was still hanging upon the road exactly on the blind turning, which would cause

danger for the life of general public/commuters as there would be possibility of live
power supply.

Being a responsible citizen of India and a Police person as first responder with the
sense of responsibility, he positioned himself in the center of the road to divert the
vehicles and cautioned the general public about the anticipated danger. As per report,
he diverted/cautioned more than 100 vehicles safely, as the incident occurred during
the peak hours of School & Office going commuters and the road traffic was in rush. In
the meantime, he called PCR helpline and informed about the indent and called for
assistance.

Lateron, Shri Pramod Kumar, SI [Commn.), Shri Binu Kumar, SI [Commn.] (Off duty)
and a public [unidentified) were also came forward for his assistance. Subsequently,
they made cautionary signs by using bricks, red coloured plastics and iron rods found
nearby. All of them ensured the safety of general public and remain present till the PCR

vehicle reached the spot. This act of DETERMINATION & GOOD WORK was witnessed
by the general public.

It is a best paradigm for all common people, might encourage them to come forward
for the help of others voluntarily without any uncertainty/hesitation. The perfect
decision and noteworthy performance of above Police personnel was appreciated by

one and all and might be a significant job to put off any untoward major incident.


